Hi Everyone,

All clubs in Europe are on season end break as we speak. ANB is still in discussion with the
European clubs who attended our 5th INT ID Camp, on potential players who might be
heading overseas for trials, stay tuned for new updates in the near future.

Comments on results:

-

Compared 2012 & 2013 for those players who participated both years

-

Players can compare their own results to previous years ANB within their peer group

-

High results for each group are listed (BLUE – 2012; RED – 2013)

-

Some players did not participate in two consecutive years, despite good results
o

Sometimes coaches make their own notes and want to see how players have
improved year after year

-

Coaches have indicated there is need for constant improvement; how players are
judged one year to the next can vary dramatically

-

Most of the testing was similar to previous years and good reference point on how
player is improving

Comments on tests:

-

There are certain “tricks” to perform well on the tests and players should research how
to improve their results for following years

-

Juggling should be more dynamic (i.e. above the knee; movement while juggling)

-

Small sided games are subjective judging and were provided by same coaches each day
o

Finishing SSG – coaches actually looking for finishing from players

Below is a summarized notes from our meeting with each individual coach/scout:

Luc Bruder (FFF, France):

-

A+ for overall organization of the ID Camp , must focus on scouting players from
around the region.

-

More tasks must be given to Euro coaches from coaching teams to English prepared
presentations to training coaches.

-

2 to 3 day forming coaches the French way … “ UNICATEF” France.

-

ANB Teams to use the Euro model … ANB U-10 / ANB U-10 development team / ANB U10 Intro to academy team.

-

Additional training to be provided to specific advanced players from U-10 and older.

-

ANB must keep focusing on “Futbolito “ and grow it more, it is the base of the academy.

Maurizio Turone Ramone (Genoa & Giss, Italy):

-

A+ for overall organization of the ID Camp .. Feels like family.

-

ANB Needs couple of Foreign coaches among its coaching family, to create a more Euro
Futbol environment.

-

7 to 8 players to be given to Morris Pagniello (Giss Director), for potential placement in
Europe.

-

Josh Mills to be trained for 6 months at Giss in Ovada, Italy for immediate placement.

Raul Marcos Longhi (Barcelona Espaniol / Spain & Giss, Italy):

-

A+ for overall organization of the ID Camp .. Very well structured & Feels like family.

-

More focus on Tactical work for older boys U-14 and older … More Rondo type of warm
up.

-

3 Mills Brothers & Peter Q (97) … Can develop better in a Euro Futbol environment.

Frank Sale (OGC Nice, France):

-

A+ for overall organization of the ID Camp, ANB must hire full time scout & focus on
scouting top players from around the region.

-

More days of ID camp during the week to expose players from the outside who can’t
attend on the weekend.

-

Better teams organization for last day “Sunday”.

-

Want to know more about the Canadian Leagues Structure and Canadian soccer
system.

-

Must focus on better technique for Juggling (Ball higher then knees & More dynamic
juggling), Heading & technical Long Ball.

-

Bassam to be invited to Nice in August 2013.

-

Adonijah Reid 1999, was officially invited for a formal tryout to Nice in August 2013.

-

Micah Jebbison 2001, player to be followed, ANB Player profile was requested.

-

Sam Valliant 1994, to be invited for Nice women’s team and maybe Lyon women’s
team.

Gerald Passi (Marseille, France):

-

A+ for overall organization of the ID Camp, ANB must hire full time scout & focus on
scouting top players from around the region.

-

Strongly believes that Jason Mills 1993 must not stay in Canada, he is working on a
scenario in France.

Ian Lavery (Everton FC, UK):

-

A+ for overall organization of the ID Camp.

-

Dan Manolache 1999 to be invited to Everton FC pending paper work.

-

ANB is a great environment to develop players.

-

Josh Mills is interesting but way too much in and out of the game, was very close to be
invited.

Jean-Philippe Nallet (Annecy FC & Evian/ Ligue 1, France):

-

A+ for overall organization of the ID Camp.

-

More English presentations.

-

Dan Manolache officially invited to go an live in Annecy for one year to develop there.

-

May be a scenario for couple of the Mills 1996 / 1993.

Filip Tapalovic ( TVS 1860 Munchen, Germany):

-

A+ for overall organization of the ID Camp.

-

More left and right foot testing for long ball technique.
More Rondo warm up and training … more tactics for U-14 and older (use of space and
soccer intelligence).

-

More dynamic juggling tests.

-

Laser Speed testing guns for speed accuracy.

-

Interested in Daniel Jebbison 2003, who was not part of the ID camp but was spotted
playing & shooting… “the right age to work with”.

Francois Rodrigues (Stade Malherbe Caen, France):

-

-

A+ for overall organization of the ID Camp, ANB must hire full time scout & focus on
scouting top players from around the region.
Will e-mail Bassam all his recommendations & observations sometimes this week.

Dany Pain ( Stade Malherbe Caen, France):

-

A+ for overall organization of the ID Camp.

-

Great testing methods.

-

Better English presentations … Topics.

-

ANB must “sport - etude” / “sport – study” type of an academy

-

Requested a copy of the Canadian Educational System.

Julian Gack (ESTAC Troyes, France Ligue 2):

-

A+ for overall organization of the ID Camp.
2 to 3 days of GK formation … French Formation or Italian Formation for coaches in
general or German Formation.

-

Night formation from 6 to 11 PM.

-

ANB GK section needs immediate improvement.

-

To send ANB his opinion about the keepers (Ali G/ Alex F / Bryce B & Faith R).

Players that were noticed:

1-

Daniel LipKiewicz … 2000 interesting player to be followed.

2-

Adam Nalywaiko … 1998 … needs technique work … strong for his age.

3-

Alessandro Tansella 1999 … very close.

4-

Pablo Mendoza … more physical and defensive work ethics.

5-

Jordan Wilson … smart player.

6-

Alexandre De Santis … missing the punch.

7-

Peter Quattrociocchi … decision making and size.

8-

Jordan Rampersad … more technique work & decision making.

9-

Matthew Hung … more technique work and decision making.

10-

Justin Brown … strong, hard worker to be monitored.

11-

Angela Tobia … Fire cracker … to be monitored.

12-

Helena Novastidis … good technique … to be monitored.

13-

Adriane Devlin .. great work ethics … to be monitored.

14-

Gregory Moulopoulos … Good touch but not strong or fast enough.

15-

Arshia Mesgar … refinement needed to be a top level sticker.

16-

Alex Vaculik … something for the future … great “vivacity” .
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